
Reflections: Atlantic Coast – 2003

On March 3, 2003. Mary Ann and I set out on another bicycle expedition.  This time the 
objective was to explore a significant part of the Atlantic coast – historically, culturally, 
geographically and physically.  As in exercise!  This was done with a very good friend 
of ours, Dick Causey.

Reflections is done in several parts: incidents, unique locations, bicycling negatives and 
positives, and Causey’s.  First though, it may be helpful to understand the “typical” day 
of a touring bicyclist.

Morning
Up at 6:00 am (no alarm assist).  Into appropriate bicycle attire.  Breakfast in our room 
consisting of granola with banana, muffin or bread with jam, coffee au lait.  One front 
“saddlebag” (pannier) is used to carry utensils (plastic bowl, plate, knife, fork and 

spoon) and a considerable supply of 
food, such as, bread, peanut butter and 
jam, instant coffee and sugar, fruit 
(bananas, apples), granola and granola 
bars, cookies, milk, triscuits and 
cheese, salt, pepper, butter and 
frequently, wine.  After all, we tour for 
enjoyment, not to kill ourselves, and 
after many days of fairly rigorous 
riding over the past 12 years I have not 
been able to establish a relationship 
between wine consumption and 
dehydration, moderate wine 
consumption that is. 

Midmorning
Typically after about 1.5 to 
2.hours of bicycling a stop at a 
restaurant renowned (based on 
local face-to-face market research) 
for hearty breakfasts.  My 
favorite; two eggs over easy, crisp 
bacon, home fries, and pancakes 
(short stack).  Mary Ann’s, toasted 
cheese sandwich and bacon.
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Mid-afternoon
Nearing the end of planned 50 to 60 mile days, fruit and bagel with cream cheese or 
possibly a granola bar.  

Evening
End of the days ride.  Keep our eye open for a food store.  Search for an inexpensive 
motel.  Check out the motel for cleanliness, smoking policy and room smell, towels, 
operational TV and bedside lamps, and ideally a microwave and refrigerator.  Of all the 
nights we stayed in a motel there was only one occasion where management asked us to 
not keep our bikes in our room.  Just the opposit, B&Bs never welcome bikes into guest 
rooms.  The evening generally consisted of appetizer (soda and popcorn), searching the 
TV for weather and news updates, shower, dinner (about half the time we ate in, the 
other at a local restaurant), to bed between 9 (for Bill who can’t stay awake and read) 
and 10 (for Mary Ann the book-nut). 

Equipment
Both of us used touring Bike 
Friday’s (New World Tourist, 
first edition.) carrying panniers 
front and back (Ortleib) with 
handle bar bag (customized in 
both cases) and rack pack.  Mary 
Ann and I carried about 30 and 35 
pounds of gear respectively; 
principally tools, clothing and 
food.  We both used Frog pedals, 
Shimano sandals, and layers of 
this (sun tan lotion) and that 
(insulated underwear, long sleeve 
jersey, fleece vest, rain proof 
jacket) from head to toe.

Statistics
We started bicycling on March 4 and arrived in Halifax on May 16. We bicycled for 64 
days, enjoyed 12 rest days, and covered 3,057 miles.  When Mary Ann did some pre-trip 
planning she set a limit of 50 miles per day, allowing plenty of time to enjoy sights, 
history and people along the way.  For the trip the median miles per day was 49, average 
48 and mode 61. Average miles per hour were 11.03.

Incidents

Traveling from Key West to Halifax, over such an extended period of time,  one would 
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expect to be confronted with and have to deal with many unanticipated occurrences.  Here are some of 
them.

“Get the Fuck Down Here!”   Saco, Maine
In the year 2000, on a bicycle trip through a part of Australia, we were doing the typical 
– camping.  After several days of significant rain Mary Ann decided she had had enough 
declaring “I have had enough of camping, getting wet, cold, not being able to escape this 
uncomfortable situation, cramped in our 1.3 pound tent, and traipsing through 
unfamiliar territory in the night to find the outhouse.  On future trips we shall stay in 
comfort, like a warm, dry, quiet, safe, predictable motel.”

After riding 52 miles from Portsmouth, New Hampshire, to Saco, Maine, on roads with 
too many trucks and cars, we pulled into the first “cheap” motel we could find.  After a 
quick reconnaissance of the facility and proposed room, it was off to the local food store 
for our “in suite” dinner.  Settling in with our appetizer course (microwave popcorn and 
Sutter Home wine “splits”) we were suddenly interrupted by a woman outside our unit 
screaming “Get the Fuck Down Here!”  Peeking out the window we saw a nice looking, 
young, blonde mother of about 25, holding a baby of about 9 months, yelling at 
someone at the second floor just above us.  She was persistent, yelling, “Get the Fuck 
Down Here” many times, with varied intonations.  Mary Ann said “I feel sorry for the 
child she is holding and the one she is yelling at.” There was a loud tramping of 
footsteps coming down the stairs and, not a child but an adult male (boyfriend?), 
appeared. Yelling began, then stone throwing (even hitting our unit!), more yelling, then 
quiet.  All of a sudden a new blue Ford 150 full cab pickup tore out of the parking lot, 
carrying the man and a male friend; screeching the tires of another vehicle, the woman 
chased after them, presumably with the baby.  Later, Blondie returned, pulled up near 
the front of our unit and, laid on the horn – continuous long blasts – until several guests 
(including us) glared out our doors and she tore away again.  Ah, for a peaceful “in 
suite” meal and rest.

The Tub,   Darien, South Carolina.
This is a lesson in the economics of inelastic supply, or when the quantity is relatively 
fixed, such as a monopoly in the marketplace.  In many of the small towns in which we 
stayed the accommodation choice was very limited.  In Darien the only choice was a 
1940’s complex of about 15 units owned and managed by an Indian (from India) family.  
(Later we found out there was a broader selection at the I-95 interchange some 4 to 5 
miles west of town.  But, after riding 41 miles in heat and head wind, who wants to 
divert 4 to 5 miles?).  

Think bathtubs, like plastic ones that are not composite, where the tub is separate  from 
the walls, where there is (or should be) caulking around the top of the tub.  Fortunately, 
or unfortunately, Mary Ann was the first to shower on this occasion.  She came out of 
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the bathroom flabbergasted at her tub experience.  The walls of the tub bulged inward.  
When one stood on the floor of the tub to shower, the floor sprang up and down.  As it 
sprang up and down the walls bulged in and out and water squirted up and out from 
around the tub where the caulking should have been.  What does one do when faced with 
a monopolistic market?  In this case, grin and bear it!

Shower Head,   Conway, South Carolina.
After “the tub” incident we started to tighten up on our motel “due diligence.”  We 
found you really have to carry things to an extreme when dealing with the lower tier of 
the motel market.  Conway is modest sized, with a well preserved downtown, interesting 
historic buildings, and a nice river front location.  Upon entering town we found a 
1940’s one story motel, met the management (Indian again), and checked out the room.  
As with many 1940’s motels there were no nonsmoking units.  Often a “fragrant” spray 
is used to conceal tobacco and other forms of smoke.  There are many fragrances that 
cause me to sneeze, perfume being one, and this air freshening spray being another.  
But, end of the day exhaustion and supply side constraints caused us to be less than 
cautious.

A yell came from the bathroom.  Mary Ann was in the shower nearly impaled to the 
stall shower wall.  There was no shower head, just an intense stream of water blasting 
from a headless pipe.

To add insult to injury, all night long there was pounding on the door next to ours.  As I 
was putting panniers on my bike around 7:00 am the next day I found out why.  A 
couple pulled up in a beater of a car.  The male ran over to the door, knocked a ratta tat 
tat; the door opened a smidgen, the fellow entered and soon came out with a sheepish 
grin.  Our neighbor just completed another drug transaction.

Nor’easter.   Virginia and Maryland
On Sunday, May 6, we rode into Coinjock, North Carolina, a small community in 
northeastern North Carolina where my cousin and her husband, Terry and Sara Miles, 
have a marina/motel/restaurant on the 
Intracoastal waterway.  The weather was 
pleasant as we took off Monday and 
Tuesday to visit, wash clothes, repack 
Mary Ann’s wheel bearings, buy 
groceries and eat. Also, wanting to do 
some work in payment for our rooms, 
Dick and I spent an afternoon pounding 
down protruding nails in the boardwalk.  
During our rest days the weather became 
progressively worse, ending a long dry 
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spell.  (Since March third there 
had been only one day of rain – a 
welcome relief from Florida’s 
heat.)  By Wednesday there was a 
gale blowing out of the northeast.  
Terry drove us through the 
Chesapeake Bay tunnel, where 
bicycles are not allowed,  to a rest 
area just north of the Bay.  There 
we put on cold and wet weather 
gear and headed north into 
headwinds that were gusting to 50 
mph.  We battled Mother Nature 
for three days, became separated 

from Dick, and seldom got out of our lowest, slowest, hill climbing gear.  One evening 
Mary Ann and I considered crossing a causeway to Chincoteague Island, which meant a 
change of direction to east-southeast, and a 90 degree crosswind.  As we started across I 
was blown into the right-hand guardrail two times by wind gusts, so we reversed 
directions and headed for Exmore, Virginia, instead.  Fortunately, the wind had abated 
some by the next morning. Several days later we once again “hooked up” with Causey 
and found out he had crossed the 2.5 mile causeway, walking his bike the entire 
distance.  According to Dick, the talk of the town that evening was the likelihood that it 
would be necessary to close the causeway due to high tides and wind.  For these three 
days our speed averaged between eight and nine miles per hour.

Evicted from a B & B,  Carolina Beach, South Carolina
(Or, “Just get on your little bikes and peddle on out of here!”)

This incident could have severely tarnished our reputation!  In the early part of our trip 
we made arrangements with some long time friends, the Dugicks, who live near 
Charlotte, to meet them in Carolina 
Beach, North Carolina for one of 
our rest days.  They would find a B 
& B and make reservations.  
Dugicks arrived Saturday, one day 
ahead of us.  We arrived Sunday in 
the late afternoon, bucking a 
headwind and downpour.  We were 
wet, tired. and very happy to see our 
friends and the nice B&B.  Located 
right on the ocean, it was an older 
home that had just been renovated 
after being severely damaged by a 
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recent hurricane.  We had the entire main floor (kitchen, living room, two bedrooms w/ 
baths); the owners lived in an apartment on the lower floor, next to a two-car garage 
housing our bikes.

The four of us had a leisurely appetizer at the B & B, then departed for a get 
reacquainted dinner that lasted until about 10:30 pm.  Upon returning to the B & B we 
continued our conversation in the living room.  About 11:00 pm we were joined by Joe, 
the owner, who was carrying a very large mixed drink of some sort.  Joe was drunk!  He 
and we attempted joint conversation, but he was so drunk he could not remember our 
names or speak logically.  Then he tried to tell a joke which none of us could 
understand.  After trying to clarify the joke several times he gave up and headed 
downstairs.  Going down the stairs he fell, rolling – drink and all- to the bottom with a 
loud thump-thump-thump.  All of us jumped up and ran over to the stairway to see if he 
was okay.  He pulled himself off the floor, shouted something like “I’m okay” and 
disappeared.

We settled back into our living room chairs rehashing that episode.  About 15 minutes 
later (about 11:30 pm!) Joe’s wife, Violet, appeared on the scene.  She was also 
inebriated, seemed unaware that her husband had fallen down the stairs, but informed us 
that we had hurt his feelings, and should plan on leaving promptly the next morning.  
Mary Ann and I had reservations to stay another day and night, but feeling uneasy 
agreed to leave a day early.  Violet departed downstairs only to return after anouther 
quarter hour.

She informed us that she had changed her mind and that she wanted us out NOW!  
Exclaiming “This is my home…. out….. out now!”  She accused us of being 
troublemakers and pointing to me, exclaimed “and Michael, you are the biggest 
troublemaker of them all!”

In the next breath she told Mary Ann and I that she had taken our bicycles out of the 
garage, put them in the driveway, and that we should “just get on those little bicycles 
and peddle on out of here”.  Several more Get out’s and This is my home’s  followed..

Feeling very uneasy, we all decided that our hosts were drunk beyond reason and the 
safest thing would be to depart - quickly.  So, we packed, tossing our possessions into 
Dugicks’ SUV, and at midnight, without lights or much wet and cold weather gear on 
“just peddled on out of there.”  We agreed upon a rendezvous point about a mile away at 
a rather run down hotel where Dugicks found two rooms.  After checking in, we called 
the police.  An officer showed up a short time later; hearing of our planned bicycle ride 
from Key West to Halifax, he happily informed us that he grew up in Halifax, that the 
owners of the B&B were chronic alcoholics with DUIs,  and that we should proceed 
along and say hello to some friends of his in Halifax.
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How Joe and Violet have stayed in business is beyond us.  The home was very nice, but 
the hosts ……

Unique Locations

Daytona Beach and the Florida Keys
The second week in March is “bike” week in Daytona Beach.  Bike as in motorcycle.  
Motorcyclists descend from throughout the United States on Daytona Beach for this 
“event.”  It turns out that bike week actually begins one week earlier and lasts one week 
later.  Since we started our ride on March 4, we had the pleasure of interaction with our 
two wheeled friends for three weeks.  We have had similar experiences in other venues, 
enjoying the company of “bikers.”  They are very solicitous.  If you have a flat tire, 
breakdown or just decide to stop along the side of the road to rest, they are “Johnny on 
the spot” stopping to see if they can lend a helping hand.  A group of about eight bikers 
breakfasted with  us at the Key West Waffle House.  For two weeks, as we headed north 
we kept bumping into them, honking and waving as we passed one-another, chatting at 
food stops, rest stops and in various towns.  They added a bright side to a continuing 
problem along the Keys – flat tires.  It seems there are very sharp tiny coral rocks along 
road shoulders and bike paths (there are bike paths along a significant part of the Keys) 
that puncture high-pressure tires, even those with Kevlar belts.  Dick and I regularly had 
two to four flats per day in comparison to areas further north where we would go days 
without a flat.

One problem with riding to or from the Keys to the mainland is a 24-mile causeway 
connecting Key Largo to Homestead.  It is two and four lane with very heavy traffic 
(many trucks) and no shoulders.  After some research we found a wonderful alternative, 
through a wilderness area to the east of Route 1 on Card Sound Road.  Excellent 
roadway, virtually no traffic.

Exceptional locations in the Keys were Big Pine Key with miniature and very friendly 
deer, Key Largo with a marine park and excellent snorkeling, and Grassy Key with a 
Dolphin Research Center. Here real dolphin research is conducted and the dolphins put 
on a wonderful performance for their guests.  One can even take a swim with them!

Savannah, Georgia
This was our second trip to Savannah. Taking a “rest day” we decided to tour the city’s 
26 squares by bicycle, stopping at each information sign and reading up on the history of 
the square.  Then, we visited a railroad roundhouse with old locomotives – it was the 
real thing, not a replica. We took a leisurely stroll of the waterfront and did our laundry.  
One thing that we’d recommend before visiting Savannah is to read Midnight  in the 
Garden of Good and Evil, by John Berendt.  The story is great; it provides a good 
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history of the area and an 
excellent introduction to some 
of the city’s more interesting 
buildings.  There is even a 
“Book” tour of the city.

It was here that we saw our 
only auto accident, while 
safely checking into our hotel.  
Nothing major(except to the 
drivers) - a car simply backed 
into a van making a left turn 
into a parking lot.

Biking north out of Savannah 
was another matter, very 
heavy traffic, no shoulders, 
many trucks and a major road construction project, which meant a several mile detour.
 

New York City
In planning our tour of the east coast we researched numerous references to gain insight 
into how to get into and out of New York City.  
All directed us around the city except maps 
published by the Adventure Cycling Association..  

They 

recommendsed heading east from Lambertville, 
New Jersey, entering New York City on the Staten 
Island ferrry, returning to Lambertville the same 
way, skirting the coast until north of Boston.  After 
pouring over maps, we devised a better route into 
New York City.

We continued up the coast along the New Jersey 
shoreline with its sandy beaches, huge estate homes 
and excellent tail wind to Atlantic Highlands.  
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There we took a passenger ferry, past the Statue of Liberty, to Pier 11 (the terminus of 
Wall Street) at the south tip of Manhattan Island.  A very impressive entry into New 
York. It was an easy walk to the World Trade Center’s “Ground Zero.” There are 
bicycle trails running along the west side (Hudson Bay) and east side (East River) of the 
island.  

NYC was another rest day.  We stayed 
with a friend who has a 24 foot wide 

five story brownstone on 55th street 
(what a change from our inexpensive 
motels!), bicycled Central Park and a 
significant part of south Manhattan 
looking for a bicycle shop (helping Dick 
replace stolen gear), then on foot to 
Times Square, Grand Central Station, 
Rockefeller Center,  Broadway and 
Madison Avenues.  An exhausting “rest 
day.”

We departed New York City via the Queensborough Bridge bike lane to Long Island.  
The temperature was in the upper 30’s, cloudy and very windy.  Reaching Long Island 
we were met with a downpour that included hail, the edge of a storm that dumped 
several feet of snow on northwest New York State and New England.  So, we fought 
cold, rain and a strong headwind east, the length of Long Island, to Orient Point, where 
we took the ferry to New London, Connecticut.  Except for the unfavorable weather the 
Long Island trip was enjoyable, especially the eastern part with its agriculture (many 
vineyards) and country estates.

Salem, Massachusetts
Besides a town with a great history 
(shipping, old homes owned by 
shipping magnates, a harbor with a 
very long wharf, the custom 
house), Salem is where Nathaniel 
Hawthorne lived and wrote The 
House of Seven Gables.

It seems as though on every bicycle 
tour we take we meet a real 
character.  Salem provided one of 
them.  The first thing we did upon 
departing our motel at 7:30 am was 
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to bike along the waterfront on our way to the House of Seven Gables (built after the 
book had become popular).  Salem has many plaques along the waterfront telling of its 
history, which we always stop and read.  These plaques extend out along a long wharf. 

 As we were biking from one plaque to another a fellow yelled, “Stop.”  He saw the sign 
on the back of my bike, which read “Key West, FL. to Halifax, NS” and he wanted to 
know more of our trip.  John was a relatively well-dressed, tidy (he was brushing his 
teeth), intelligent (he correctly guessed Bill’s age), itinerant with a great curiosity and 
gift for gab.  We picked up many Salem insights from him such as - the very large old 
industrial building occupying a wharf to the south was a textile processing and 
transshipment facility, vacated when the textile industry relocated to the south.  The 
building had been renovated and currently was a Sears call center employing some 1500 
people.  John claimed to be a bicyclist.  He told us of the 200 mile one day ride he did 
on a three speed bike, passing many very experienced riders on “high tech” bikes 
because he was big and heavy (200 pounds) and powered past them riding “out of the 
saddle”!  We questioned his bicycling prowess after realizing he did not know what 
clipless pedals were.  And, we still wonder how creditable his Salem insights were.

Mystic, Connecticut
Mystic was a cool little city to bicycle into, with narrow streets, a well-maintained 
downtown area, many old wood framed buildings, shops and a great restaurant 
(bicyclists’ food).  The downtown is divided by a waterway with a several centuries old 
narrow steel bridge.  Mystic had several “must sees” so we spent the greater part of a day 
there visiting the Maritime Museum (a theme area similar to Williamsburg, Virginia) 
and an aquarium with white Beluga whales and performing sea lions.  This performance 
improved our previously poor opinion of sea lions.  We had been focused on their large 
population and their devastation of Seattle’s Lake Washington salmon run.  It turns out 
sea lions are quite easily trained and have been used extensively by the navy to perform 
various underwater work tasks such as attaching a hook to an object underwater too deep 
for conventional human access.  They would even tug the hook to make sure it was 
securely attached!

It was also in Mystic that we had one of our more memorable dinners, at Captain Davy 
Parker’s.  The restaurant, recommended to us by the managers of our downtown Inn, 
was a fair walking distance away  The dinner was memorable; I had excellent roasted 
duck with nice crisp skin.  What was even more memorable was the threesome at a 
nearby table, two mid-twenties ladies and a man.  During the appetizer part of their meal 
one of the ladies had her hand on the man’s thigh and periodically stroked it.  Now this 
was not a stroking near the knee, just the opposite.  How this fellow, with composure, 
could sip his soup, eat his salad and carry on a decent conversation with his two 
companions still intrigues me.  Mystic was an interesting interlude.
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Nova Scotia, Canada
The most northern city we visited in the 
United States was Bar Harbor, Maine - a city 
with a lot of history, great harbor, and many 
old sea captains’ homes with widow’s walks on 
top.  During the summer months there is a 
ferry that runs from Bar Harbor to Yarmouth, 
Nova Scotia.  Trouble was the ferry begins 
running on May 16th; we were leaving on May 
8th.  So, we rented a SUV, backtracked to 
Portland, Maine, and took the ferry to 
Yarmouth.

Portland has a great harbor (two 
gigantic offshore oil rigs were under 
construction), bike path along the 
harbor at the foot of the city, and 
Becky’s, a seaman’s restaurant (biker 
food!) very near the ferry terminal and 
the bike path.  The ferry trip to 
Yarmouth was an overnight affair -  a 
great buffet dinner, gambling, floor 
show, buffet breakfast.  Morning 
brought customs  inspection and our 
ride up the west coast of Nova Scotia 
began.  

The Nova Scotia coast is dotted with 
many small fishing villages where 
scallops and lobster are mainstays.  We 
continued north up the Annapolis valley, 
a very scenic farming area, to the Bay of 
Fundy, Digby, and Windsor.  Windsor 
was another “rest day.”  We journeyed 
several miles to watch the bore tide at 
7:30 AM.  No big wave, just water going 
backward up a river , but it goes fast 
enough to be heard and is strong enough 
for rafting up river. The Bay of Fundy 
has the highest tides in the world, with 
the depth rising and falling more than 50 
feet. Then we hiked to Cape Split.  This 
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turned out to be a five-hour hike through 
heavy timber on a minimalist trail.  It was scenic and the hike was certainly a different 
form of exercise.

From Windsor we had planned on taking Route 14 to Chester, on the east coast.  
However, in Annapolis Royal, where we stopped for breakfast, we met a gentleman 
(must have been in his 70’s) who was a writer and bicyclist; he told us that Route 14 was  
in poor condition, heavily traveled by trucks and without shoulders.  He recommended 
we continue on Route 1 to Halifax and take day rides from there.  Thankfully we 
followed his advice.

From Windsor to Halifax was a one-day ride over a modest mountain pass with many 
lakes, rock outcroppings and mix of conifers and deciduous trees.  Our trip ended on 
May 16 with our arrival at the Welcome Inn Halifax B&B.  We took a one-day trip up 
the northeast coast and a very memorable ride down the coast to Peggy’s Cove.

Peggy’s Cove, a 1750’s community 
of 60 permanent residents, is named 
after mythical Peggy, sole survivor 
of a shipwreck in the late 1700’s, 
suffered amnesia, who was taken in 
by and did great things for the 
community.  Its economic base is 
fishing, although tourism is playing 
an increasing role.  

The area is all granite.  There is a 
small glacial cove that provides an 
ideal boat harbor for the small 
fishing fleet that daily brings in 
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fresh lobster, haddock and halibut to be carefully prepared at the Sou’wester Restaurant.  
Just beyond the restaurant is a lighthouse that also serves as the Post Office, the only 
United States post office in a lighthouse.  It was from here that we enjoyed watching a 
pod of whales rolling in the Atlantic and admired the area’s erratics.  (Erratics are 
boulders left, perched in the most unexpected places, by melting glacial ice.) 

 William deGrathe is one 
of the  Cove’s better-
known personalities, a 
painter and sculptor. 
Behind deGrathe’s home 
and studio he has carved 
a fisheries scene 
depicting three phases of 
a fisherman’s life; the 
early hard working and 
dangerous phase; the 
second phase of bounty 
and success including 
Peggy sculpted with 
baskets of fish; and the 
final phase with Saint Elmo and the culmination of the fisherman’s life and ascension 
into heaven.  The granite sculpture is life-size and approximately 40 feet long. 

Washington D.C. and Montreal
We brushed Washington D.C. on the east on our way up the coast and spent one day 
walking through Montreal on our way back home.  Both of these are cities in which a 
bicycle tourist needs to spend several days.  Each is a well-known tourist destination.  In 
addition they are very bicycle friendly with many miles/kilometers of bike trails and a 
large bicycling population.  Future trips!

Causey’s

We have been friends with Dick and Carolyn Causey since 1995.  In May, 1995, Mary 
Ann and I departed Seattle on our bicycles destined for Virginia Beach, Virginia.  Dick 
rode through the Washington Cascades with us, then met us in Chester, Illinois, and rode 
through Illinois, Kentucky and Virginia with us.  Dick is a great person to bicycle with 
due to his independent nature, mechanical ability and sense of humor.  It is because of 
these attributes, especially the latter, that I write this chapter.  Dick rode the entire 
Atlantic coast with us; his wife joined us in Boston and accompanied us to Halifax.
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Where’s the Meat?
When Mary Ann and I tour we carry only 
the barest of essentials.  In fact, Mary 
Ann’s favorite slogan is “less is best.”  
Dick, on the other hand, is just the 
opposite.  For example, when we rode 
across the states , Dick joined us for the 
last six weeks.  He met us in Chester, 
Illinois, on July 13th; after bicycling 100 
miles from St. Louis International 
Airport. He was wilted by the heat (95 
degrees with 95 percent humidity) and his 
heavily loaded bike.  In addition to 
expected essentials, he carried his cell 
phone and charger, 35 mm camera with 
several lenses and tripod, gas stove with 
pots and pans, full sized electric hair 
dryer and personal cappuccino machine.  For the Atlantic Coast trip he left the 
cappuccino machine at home but brought his GPS.

Flat City
Because of the weight Dick packs around on his bike, plus the fact he uses the skinniest 
tires possible, he is prone to flats.  On our first day from Key West he had five of them!

Green Slime
Deep down Dick knew he was going to have a problem with flats.  Not to worry for he 
had found the solution – green slime.  This is a sticky gooey slimy substance that one 

can  “pump” into their tubes to 
plug up holes – at least that is what 
Dick had been told.  You can 
imagine what happened with the 
first flat -  tire pressure was 100 
psi, Dick plus bike was 300 
pounds minimum.  Green goo was 
pouring, and it wouldn’t stop.  All 
three of us had goo from head to 
toe.  Not only did that eliminate 
the tube that had just been 
punctured, but four additional ones 
into which Dick had laboriously 
pumped slime.
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Metal Fatigue
Metal is just like humans, it can stand only so much punishment and then it starts to 
come apart at the joints/seams.  That is exactly what happened to Causey’s custom-built 
rear wheel.  The metal literally split apart.  The consequence - substantial “down time” 
finding a bike shop (it took two) to buy a new wheel and have everything reinstalled.

The metal straps holding Dick’s rear rack onto his bicycle also broke.  With a whoosh, 
his entire load suddenly slipped down behind his bike as he stood at a Florida stop light.

The Case of the Missing Pannier
One thing a touring bicyclist needs to do is adapt to nature.  One of natures rules is that 
our bodies continue to function regardless of what we’re doing.  One of cycling’s rules 
is to avoid dehydration.  Therefore, one must consume copious amounts of water.  As a 
result, there comes a time when one simply must dispel all this liquid.  For Dick, who 
loves coffee, this is frequently.  (Mary Ann believes we spend more time looking for 
bathrooms than not.) 

Over the years this dispelling process has become much easier, especially when interest 
rates are low and home construction is booming, due to the introduction of port-a-
potties.  Heading up North Carolina’s Outer Banks we spotted a pottie next to a large 
parking lot.  All three of us pulled in for some well deserved relief.  Dick was last. 
There are certain times of the day when he enjoys lingering, so he told us to continue, 
which we did.  Dick had his bike propped up against the pottie.  A local itinerant 
apparently watched this whole process, figured out what Dick was doing and decided to 
take advantage of the situation by walking up, undoing one of his panniers and making 
off with it.  Dick came out, got on his bike and proceeded north.  Shortly, like five 
miles later, he wondered why his bike was out of balance, stopped, looked around, and 
discovered the missing pannier.  He turned around, rode back, looked for it without 
success, rode another fifteen miles further back thinking it may have fallen off, and 
finally called the police.  After hearing his tale, they wished him “happy trails,” and 
Dick was out his cold weather gear, tools, airplane ticket home, and “civvies.” 

Lightening Strikes
I told you of the “tub” story in Darien, South Carolina, above.  Dick also had a Darien 
incident.  When Mary Ann and I pulled into the motel of the broken tub, Dick was 
already there.  He had been a considerable distance ahead of us until stopped by the local 
sheriff and ordered to turn around and return to Darien because of severe lightening 
storms and the possibility of a tornado ahead.  Fortunately, Dick had a tail wind back to 
Darien.  Shortly after we arrived the thunderstorms did arrive; fortunately the tornado 
did not.
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Cohesion
One of the things that I marvel at is how Dick and ourselves can bicycle independently 
of one another for several days and then, “bingo”, we end up at the same location.  
Examples:

McDonalds
In Snow Hill, Maryland, after riding without seeing one another for two days, Mary 
Ann and I rode into town on backroad Route 12, visited the Chamber of 
Commerce/Visitors Bureau and inquired about cafés serving substantial midmorning 
breakfasts.  The lady at the bureau explained that the local restaurant had closed and the 
only place still open was a McDonalds at the freeway interchange.  Since we were riding 
on secondary roads and this was not too far out of the way we decided to head for 
McDonalds. (The standard breakfast is not all that bad - pancakes, scrambled eggs, 
bacon, hash browns).  Arriving at McDonalds we found Dick’s bike propped up against 
the side of the building.  Dick had been riding on the freeway.

Welcome Inn Halifax.  
Mary Ann and I left Windsor, Nova Scotia, heading for Halifax before, Dick and 
Carolyn.  Carolyn left in a rental car.  She had ridden her bicycle from Boston to Bar 
Harbor.  Climbing the hills in Massachusetts and Maine resulted in a knee injury, so she 
became our “sag wagon” driver. 
Therefore, all three of us were 
traveling independently of one 
another.  It was agreed we would 
meet at our B&B, Welcome Inn 
Halifax.  It took Mary Ann and I 
3.5 hours to traverse the 43 miles 
to our destination, finding the Inn 
without incident.  We gave each 
other a “high five”,  looked up, and 
saw Dick peddling up the 
boulevard the toward us.  Within 
two minutes Carolyn, with our 
gear, pulled in.  We had all taken 
different routes to the Inn and had 
arrived within five minutes.  

We said goodbye to the Causey’s, who were staying in a hotel downtown.  They were 
leaving the next day to sight see (by car) down the east coast of Nova Scotia to 
Yarmouth, where they plananed take the ferry to Bar Harbor, Maine. drive to Boston 
and fly to Seattle.
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Peggy’s Cove
Two days after bidding the Causey’s good by, we bicycled down to Peggy’s Cove, a 
two-hour ride.  We took advantage of the Cove’s “washrooms” (a completely waterless, 
internalized system), watched the 
seagulls dive for fish scraps in the 
Cove (watching young seagulls try 
to dive is a hoot; this is a learned 
trait; beginners do belly- flops) and 
wandered over to the Sou’wester 
for a leisurely lunch.  We visited 
the gift shop, paid for several post 
cards and walked out of the 
restaurant, literally bumping into a 
couple entering the restaurant – the 
Causey’s!

There were numerous other similar incidents.  It is intriguing how there is a similarity in 
behavior among people with common interests that brings them together time and again.

Some Biking Negatives

Florida
While Florida was a great state to bike through - nice coastline, many bike trails, marked 
bike lanes along roads - it is a very unfriendly state.  We have biked various parts of the 
state, typically during January, for quite a number of years.  During several occasions 
motorists, typically younger folks, have threatened us.  This trip was no exception.

Mary Ann and I, and Dick went through Jacksonville independent of each other.  During 
Dick’s journey various objects were thrown at him; a can of beer (with beer still in it) 
hit him.  Mary Ann and I underwent several instances of verbal abuse and two fellows in 
a pickup threw a large cup of Coke with ice, hitting me.  Since then, a Jacksonville disk 
jockey made the news after he urged listeners to harass bicyclists.

South Carolina
In terms of decent bicycling along the Atlantic Seaboard, we would rate South Carolina 
as the worst in terms of road quality (generally poor pavement on secondary roads and 
very limited to no shoulders).  When we entered North Carolina at Sunset Beach the 
difference was like night versus day.

Massachusetts
The trip through Massachusetts was relatively short, but it is a wonder we found our 
way.  We used secondary roads going around Boston, aided by a compass and numerous 
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consultations with “locals”.  For some reason those responsible for road signage only, 
and infrequently, sign cross streets and seldom sign main arterials.  Often arterials 
merging are not signed.  Therefore, it is very difficult to find one’s way through 
Massachusetts.  Adding to the problem is the fact that few roadways go in a straight line; 
rather they follow the areas rolling topographical features.

Nova Scotia
The further north we ventured, the poorer the quality of roads, the result of expansion 
and contraction due to winter temperature changes.  Therefore, it was only reasonable 
that Nova Scotia’s secondary roads would be the worst.  Fortunately the province has an 
aggressive repaving program, which reinforced the pleasure of riding on good quality 
surface when we happened on it.

Bicycling Positives

North Carolina
Oregon is known for the quality of its Route 101 on the west coast, with good pavement, 
broad shoulders, and signage warning motorists that the roadway is also a bikeway.  
North Carolina should be congratulated for similar accomplishments on the east coast.

New Jersey/New York
Neither state has made significant accomplishments regarding shoulders and signage.  
However, that was pretty much offset by the spectacular entry to New York City across 
Upper New York Bay.

Massachusetts
Even though the state has 
incomprehensible signage, great 
strides have been made to 
establish a bike trail through 
Cape Cod.  It is one of the more 
advanced Rails to Trail 
conversions that we have had the 
pleasure of riding.  Good quality 
paving, a significant part of the 
street crossings grade separated, 
and a friendly set of users.
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VIA Rail

VIA Rail is the operator of rail passenger service throughout Canada.  Rather than flying 
back to Seattle from Halifax we decided to try out this rail service that we have heard so 

many fine things about.  Therefore, 
we took the train from Halifax to 
Vancouver BC.  This is an 
experience that we highly 
recommend.  It took 4.5 days.  The 
main segment of the trip is from 
Toronto to Vancouver.  On our 
May 20 to 23 leg, the train had 22 
cars plus three locomotives with 
occupancy at nearly 100%.  Even 

though the trip was considerably more expensive than 
flying ($2,000 was our cost for a double 
compartment which included all meals on the 
Toronto to Vancouver segment), it was a great 
experience; varied and beautiful scenery, 
accommodating employees, excellent quality food, 
comfortable equipment (although not as comfortable 
as similar trains in France or Italy).

In summary, a great bit of exercise, United States 
history, many fine people and unforgettable 
experiences.
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